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As widely expected, the Federal Reserve lowered its target rate for the
federal-funds rate on July 31. The target range, the Fed’s primary policy
lever for short-term interest rates, was cut by a quarter point to 2.00%to
2.25%. It’s the first cut in rates since late 2008, and it reverses the
increase in the target range made in December.1

Employers added 164,000 jobs to the nation’s payrolls in July, down
from June’s 193,000 gain. The average monthly increase so far in 2019
is 165,100 positions, down from last year’s average monthly gain of
223,300 jobs. All data are seasonally adjusted.2

The unemployment rate remained at 3.7% in July for the second
consecutive month. The 3.6% rate recorded in April and May is the
lowest level since December 1969.2

The economy grew at a 2.1% annual rate during the second quarter,
down from the first quarter’s 3.1% pace. Over the past four quarters, the
economy grew at a 2.3% annual rate, matching the average annual rate
compiled during the ten years of the current recovery.3

Residential investment fell at a 1.5% annual rate during the second
quarter, the eighth quarter in the last nine to record a loss. It’s now
2.8% below its year-ago level. Residential investment has risen at a 4.5%
average annual rate during this recovery.3

Business investment in plant, equipment, and intellectual property fell
at 0.6% annual rate during the second quarter after expanding at a 4.4%
rate during the first quarter. Over the past year, business investment
has increased 2.7%, about half of this recovery's 5.0% average annual
rate of increase.3

The yield on 10-year Treasury securities closed at 1.71% on Wednesday,
August 7, its lowest close since October 2016. The yield averaged 2.07%
in June and 2.06% in Ju . Through the first five trading days of August,
it’s averaging 1.79%. The 10-year Treasury is considered a leading
guidepost for pricing mortgages.4

The average rate on 30-year fixed-rate mortgages in Freddie Mac’s
survey was 3.60% during the week ending August 8, down 15 basis point
from the previous week.  The rate averaged 3.77% in July, down from
3.80% in June and 4.07% in May. All rates quoted have fees and points
averaging 0.5% to 0.6% of the loan amount.5
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